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Our concern in this paper is to define p-adic height pairings for an 
abelian variety A over an algebraic number field k on the niveau of a 
ZP-extension k 00 of k. We will show that there exists a map from the 
A-torsion submodule TAH1(0 00 , d(p))* of the Pontrjagin dual of the 
p-Selmer group to the adjoint a of the corresponding module for the 
dual abelian variety A'. Here A denotes the completed group ring of 
Gal(k00 /k) over ZP and p is a prime number where A has good reduction. 
d denotes the Neron model defined over the ring of integers 0~ of k 00 • 

More generally, for i>O there are canonical maps 

These maps are quasi-isomorphisms if A has ordinary good reduction at 
p. In this case they can be regarded as non-degenerate pairings between 
the A-torsion submodules of Ht(0~, d(p))* and of H 2-t(0~, d'(p))*. 
The pairing induced on a finite layer k,Jk coincides with the pairing 
defined by Schneider [8] (for i = 1 and assuming that H 1(0~, d(p))* is 
A-torsion and fulfills a certain semi-simplicity property). 

Furthermore, we define an Iwasawa L-function in terms of charac
teristic polynomials of TAHt(0 00 , d(p))*: 

2 

Lp(A, Ii,, s)= n Fh(<J>)•-1_ l)<-l)Hl' 
i=O 

Flt)= Pµ'det(t-(<j>-1); TAHi(0oo, d(p))*@Qp), 

where Ii, is the character corresponding to k 00 , </> is a generator of Gal(k 00 /k) 
and µi is the µ-invariant of Hi(0 00 , d(p))*. In the ordinary case the 
pairing mentioned above leads to a functional equation for Lp(A, Ii,, s) 
with respect to S>-+2-s. This generalizes a result of Schneider [8] and 
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Mazur [4], since we do not assume H1((!J=, d(p))* to be A-torsion. 
In the supersingular case, i.e., if the p-rank of the reduction d/,cµ is 

zero for every prime l) above p, the adjoint of T,1H1((!J=, d(p))* can be 
identified with the dual of the kernel of the canonical map 

H 1((!)=, d(p))----+ 11 H 1(k=P' A(p)) 
PE.l.' 

where J; denotes the set of primes ramified in k=/k. This generalizes a 
result for elliptic curves with complex multiplication obtained by Billot 
[2]. 

At the end of the paper we study how the pairing for an abelian 
variety A which is ordinary at p behaves on the two parts of the p-Selmer 
group given by the p-part of the Tate-Safarevic group IIL(A)(p) and the 
"Mordell-Weil group" A(k=)®QP/ZP. Assuming that the p-part of ill 
on each layer of k=/k is finite we obtain a quasi-isomorphism 

T0 ill= (A)(p)*~a(T, ill= (A)(p)*) 

and a quasi-exact sequence 

0-----+ T. ill= (A')(p )*----+a(T,i(A(k=)®Qp/ Zp)*) 

----+ T,i(A'(k=)®Qp/ Zp)*----+a(T. ill= (A)(p )*)----+0 

where T.M and T0M of a compact A-module M of finite type are defined 
by fun Mr,. and T0M = TAM/T.M, respectively. In particular, if the group 

n 

of I' n-invariants of ill=(A)(p) is infinite then A has a kn-rational point of 
infinite order. As a corollary one obtains a non-degenerate pairing 

A(k=) X A'(k=)----+Qp, 

if(A(k=)®QP/ZP)* is A-torsion and ill=(A)(PY" is finite for all n:2:0. 
Finally I would like to thank the M.S.R.I. for its hospitality and the 

DFG (Heisenberg Programm) for support while this work was done. 

§ 0. Notations 

For an abelian group M let Tor M be the torsion subgroup and 
MTor: = M/Tor M, let Div M be the maximal divisible subgroup and 
Mmv:=M/Div M. Form EN let the groups mM and Mm be the kernel 
and cokernel of the multiplication by m, respectively, and put M(p)= 
fun pmM for a prime number p. 

m 
For a commutative group scheme G we use contrary to the conven

tion above the usual notation Gm for the kernel of the m-multiplication. 
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For a Zp-module M let M*=Hom(M, QP/Zp) be the Pontrjagin dual of 
M. For a G-module M, G a group, M 0 and M 0 denote the invariants 
and coinvariants of G, respectively. 

Throughout this paper the cohomology groups Hi(S, ) are taken 
with respect to the big fppf-site on a scheme S. 

§ 1. A-modules 

Let I' be a pro-p-group isomorphic to ZP and let A=Zp[I'] be the 
completed group ring of I'. We also consider A as the ring of power 
series Zp[T] over ZP via the homeomorphism r-1 + T, where r is a 
generator of I'. 

Let M be a finitely generated compact A-module, then 

T,1M and TµM 

denote the A-torsion submodule and the ZP-1 orsion submodule of M, 
respectively. We define 

F,1M:=M/T,1M and T,M:=T,1M/TµM. 

Furthermore let I' n be the subgroup of I' of index pn and let 

T,M:=fun Mr,. and T0M:=T,1M/T.M. 
" 

If er denotes the irreducible polynomial of the pr -th root of unity, then 
there is a quasi-isomorphism 

for some polynomials ei. 
If 

then there must be an i0 with T6, 0 +>M = T6, 0M and we define 

T000M:=T., 0M and T,M:=ker(T,1M-T 600M). 

Obviously the characteristic polynomial of T,M is a product of polyno
mials er and T600M has no divisor er, r>O. For a A-module M let M 
be the A-module given by M with a new action of I' 

for m E M, r E I'. 

If 

a(M): = Ext~(M, A). 
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denotes the adjoint of a compact A-torsion module M of finite type then 
according to [6] 1.2.2 or [2] Corollaire 1.2, Remarque 3.4 

a(M)=fun Homz/MfqtM, Qp/Zp)=M 
i 

where {q;} is a sequence of divisors disjoint from the annihillator of M 
such that n qt= 1. If o-Mr-M 2-M 8-0 is a quasi-exact sequence of 
compact A-torsion modules of finite type, then applying the contravariant 
functor a we obtain a quasi-exact sequence 

If m denotes the maximal ideal of A we get for a compact A-module M of 
finite type a quasi-isomorphism 

~(M):=fun Hom(M/mtM, Qp/Zp)=F,1M. 
i 

Lemma 1.1. Let M be a compact A-module of finite type. Then 
there are quasi-isomorphisms 

(a) fun (pmM*)r,.=a(T.M)~TiM 
n,m 

(b) fun (M*pmY"=a(TµM)=TµM 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

n,m 

fun (M*r")pm=a(TaM)=T.M 
n,m 

fun pm(M*r,.)=a(T,,M)=T.M 
n,m 

fun pmM*r"=~(F,1M)=F,1M 
n,m 

fun M*pm =0, 
n,m I'n 

where the limit is taken with respect to the p-multiplication resp. canonical 
surjection and the norm map resp. canonical surjection. Here and in the 
following we use the notation t_(M)=T_(M). 

Proof All assertions are obtained easily from the general structure 
theory of compact noetherian A-modules. So we will only indicate the 
proof of (c) and (d). 

Since 

lim (MI'"\m=li.m (T.M)pm 
n,m m 

it follows 

fun pm(M*r,.)=fun Hom(T.Mpm• Qp/Zp)=T,M. 
n,m m 
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In order to prove ( c) we decompose M 

M~MEBTµM 

First we see 

with TµM=O. 

li.m ((TµM)*rn)pm=li.m Hom(fun pm((TµM)rn), Qp/Zp) 
n,m n m 

=li.m Hom(TµMr,., Qp/Zp)~tµM 
n 

and secondly the exact sequence 

- pm - -
O~M ~M~Mpm~O 

leads to an exact sequence 

Hence we obtain a quasi-exact sequence 

O~(T.M)*~(T,M)*~fun pm(Mr,.)~O 
n,m 
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(recall that the projective limit is an exact functor in the category of pro
finite groups). This proves (c). 

§ 2. Duality theorems for abelian varieties 

Let k be a number field and let A be an abelian variety defined over 
k. Let d be its Neron model over the ring of integers 0 of k and let d 0 

be the connected component of d. By A' and d' we denote the dual 
abelian variety and its Neron model, respectively. We say A has good 
(ordinary) reduction at a prime number p, if A has good (ordinary) reduc
tion at all primes of k above p. Since A and A' are k-isogenous A' has 
in that case good ( ordinary) reduction too. 

Theorem 2.1. Let A be an abelian variety over k with good reduction 
atp. 

( i) (Artin/Mazur) The cup product induces a perfect duality of 
finite groups 

The above pairing induces the following perfect pairings 
(ii) H 1(0,d°)(P)mvXH 1(0, d')(P)mv~Q/Z, 
(iii) (Cassels/Tate) 

for all i>O. 
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Ill (A)(P)mv X Ill (A')(P)mv---',,Q/Z. 

Remark. A proof of (i) is given in an unpublished paper of Artin 
and Mazur [1] and also by Milne [15] III. Corollary 3.2. The assertion 
(ii) is proved by Schneider [7] § 6 Lemma 3 (observe that H 1(0, d(p))mv= 
H 1(0, d)(P)mv). The perfect duality for the Tate-Safarevic groups was 
announced by Tate in [10]. A proof can be found in [5] I. Theorem 6.13, 
II. Theorem 5.6. 

We will shortly indicate, how this also follows from the flat duality 
theorem and a duality theorem of Grothendieck. The exact sequence 

o___,,,.s;1°-~.si1 ___,,,g-___,,,o 

defines a skyscraper sheaf§'. The stalk 

for x e (!) 

is the group of connected components of d,, =dX ~"(x). According to 
[4], Appendix, the image of the middle map in the exact cohomology 
sequence 

is lll(A). Therefore we obtain a commutative and exact diagram 

The vertical exact sequences are induced by the exact sequence above: 
observe that 

Ht((!), ff)(p)=ffiHt(tC(X), no(d,,))(p)=ffiHt(tC(x), tr0(d,,)(p)) 
:,; :,; 

is a finite group. The right vertical map o is defined by the exact divisor 
sequence 

0___,,,Gm1~~g*Gmit·___,,,ttJ (i,,)*z___,,,o 
:1) 
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(g: Spec k-.Spec (I) and i,,: Spec tc(x)-.Spec 0) under consideration of 

The pairing at the top is defined as follows: By SGA 7 IX 11.3.1 we 
have a perfect duality 

no(.9/~)(p) X no{.,!/ ,,)(p )--+QI Z 

(observep:;t::char tc(x)). Now it is easy to check that the induced pairing 

EB H 0(tc(x), no(d~)(p)) X EB H 1(tc(x), no(.91,,)(p)}--~EB H 1(tc(x), Q/Z) 
:r; X :r; 

coincides with the pairing given by (ii) via o. Therefore we obtain a 
perfect duality for the Tate-Safarevic group. 

Now let k 00 be a ZP-extension of k and let kn be the n-th layer of 
k 00/k. Let (l)n and 0 00 be the ring of integers of kn and k 00, respectively. 
We denote by S the finite set of primes of k which are ramified in k 00 
(and which therefore lie above p). 

Theorem 2.2. Let A be an abelian variety over k with good reduction 
at p. Then the flat duality induces quasi-isomorphisms 

(i) 

(ii) 

a(H 0((1)oo, d(p))*):::::: T,1H2((1)00, d'(p))* 

fi(FiH'((l)oo, d(p))*):::::: F,1H2(0oo, d'(p))*EBA' 

and a quasi-exact sequence 

where the third term:isZquasi-isomorphic to A 28, 

s= I:; (dim A-r 9)[k9 : Qp] 
pEZ 

r 9 = p-rank of the reduction d / tc('p ), 

and where NP denotes the group of "universal norms in A(k 00 p)" 
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In particular, the above sequence induces a quasi-exact sequence 

Remark 2.3. (i) If k 00 is the cyclotomic ZP-extension it is conjec
tured that F,1H2((!)00 , d(p))*~O. This is proved for elliptic curves with 
complex multiplication by an order in an imaginary quadratic field K 
defined over an abelian extension of K with good ordinary reduction at p, 
see [3] Proposition 15, and in the case that the reduction of the abelian 
variety A/k is supersingular for every 'p/p and the Iwasawa-µ-invariant of 
k(Av) is zero, [9] Theorem 5, Remark 1. 

(ii) The canonical map 

is a quasi-isomorphism except for the µ-part if i = I. Indeed, we have 

Hr((!),:,,, ~(p))* = fun EB Hr(,c(x), 1Co(d,,)(p))* 
n ., 

~ EB EB Z/pnJ(X)[I'] 
xeB j 

where B is the set of all bad primes x e (!) splitting completely in k 00 /k and 
the integers nix) for x e Bare given by 

Hr(IC(X), 7ro(Slf.,)(p))* ~ EB Z/pn1(x). 
j 

In order to prove Theorem 2.2 we need 

Lemma 2.4. Let N be a discrete I'-module. 
( i) There are isomorphisms 

H 1(I', NTor) ~ (N{f!)Qp/Zp)I'/((NToY®Qp/Zp). 

H 2(I', N) ~ (N®Qp/Zp)r. 

(ii) Let (N 0 QP/ ZP)* be a A-module of finite type. Then there is a 
quasi-exact sequence 

O~lim (NToYn®zp~~(FiN®Qp/Zp)*)~lim pmH1(I'n, NTor)~O 
n,m n,m 

Proof Taking cohomology of the exact sequence 

o~NTor~NTor 0 Z [ ~ ]----:,,N&) Qp/ Zp-----:,-0 

leads to an exact sequence 
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and an isomorphism 

This proves (i). Taking I' n instead of I' and applying the projective limit 
to the exact sequence 

o~ pm(N f.;'r 0 Qp/ Zp)~ pm(N 0 Qp/ zpyn ___ -+ pmH1(I' n, N To,)--+0 

implies the result (ii). 

Proof of Theorem 2.2. From the global flat duality theorem we 
obtain a perfect pairing 

li.m fli((!)n, dpm)X H 3-i((!)00, d'(p))~ li.m H 2((!}n, Gm)~ Q/Z 
~m ~m 

where the projective limits are taken with respect to the norm map and 
the multiplication by p. In order to compute li.m Hi((!)n, dpm) we con-

n,m 
sider the descent diagram [8] p. 332, [7] Lemmas 6.1, 6.3: 

0 

l 
H 1((!}n, dpm) 

l 
o~H 1(I'n, dpm(k=))---+H 1((!)00/(!)n, dpm)-~H 1((!)00, dpmYn~o 

l 
'~ pmH1(I' np, A(k 00 p)) 

,ES 1 
H'(m1,::·) 

O~H1(@ 00 , dpm)I'n~H 2(@00 /@n, dpm)~H 2(@00 , dpmYn~O. 

Here Hi((!)00 /(!)no - ) denotes the equivariant cohomology, [7] Appendix, 
and I' np is the decomposition group of I' n with respect to j:J. We calculate 
the projective limit of the finite groups in the diagram: 

lim Hi((!) d ) ==: H 3 -i((!) d'(p))* - n, pm - oo, , 
n,m 
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li.m Hi(I'n, HJ({!)oo, sli\m)) ~ li.m Hi(I'n, H 1({!)oo, d~m)). 
•m •m 

The exact Kummer sequence, SGA 7 IX 2.2.1 

implies an exact sequence 

and therefore we obtain an exact sequence 

O---+(Hi-l({!) 00 , S'f0(p))pmYn---+Hi((!Joo, J/f~mYn 

---+pmHi((!)oo, J/fD(p))Fn---+Hi-l({!)oo, J/fO(p))pmI'n 

---+fli((!)oo, J/f~m)I'n ---+(pmHi((!)oo, S'f0(p))k---+0. 

By Lemma 1.1 we obtain quasi-isomorphisms 

li.m Hi((!)oo, S'f~mYn=a(TµHi-l({!)oo, d 0(p))*)ffip(FAHi((!)00 , d 0(p))*), 
n,m 
li.m Hi((!)oo, S'f~m)rn=a(T;Hi((!)00 , d 0(p))*) 
n,m 

inducing quasi-isomorphisms 

li.m Hi((!)oof{!)n, S'f~m)=a(TAHi-l((!Joo, d 0(p))*)ffip(FAHi((!)00 , d(p))*). 
n,m 

Next, for p e 1: we want to show 

Claim 1. li.m pmH'(I'n, A(koop))~(A'(koov)fN~®Qp/Zp)* 
n,m 

Proof According to [12], Theorem 2.2 the group 

(Lemma 2.4.i) is of finite order independent of n, n big enough. Therefore 
we obtain a quasi-exact sequence: 

0---+li.m pmH'((I'µ)n, A(k 00 µ))-~lim pmH'(kµn, A) 
•m •m 
---+Um pmH'(k 00 µ, A)<I'µ)n---+li.m H'((I'µ)n, A(k 00 µ)\m• 

•m •• 
Again by [12] Theorem 2.2 the modules 
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lim pmH1(kpn, A)~(fun A'(kpn)pm)*=(A'(koop)@Qp/Zp)*, 
•m •m 
lim pmH1(k=P' A)(I'P)n Z /3(H1(k 00 p, A)*) zF,1H 1(k 00 p, A)* 
n,m 

are quasi-free of rank (2 dim A-rv)[kp: Qp] and rp[kv: Qp], respectively. 
Since the fourth module in the sequence above is ZP[I'v]-torsion we 
prove Claim 1. 

Now the proof of the theorem will be accomplished once we have 
shown the quasi-surjectivity of the map 

,Jr=lim ,Yn,m: lim H 2((!Jn, dpm)~lim H 2((!Joof(!Jn, dpm)• •m •m •m 
(Observe that F,1H2(0 00 , d(p))* can be divided out of the first exact 
sequence in 2.2 (iii) in order to obtain the second, since a quasi-exact 
sequence o-M 1-M 2-M 3-0 of compact A-modules of finite type induces 
a quasi-exact sequence 

Now, according to [8] Lemma 3 we have a commutative and exact 
diagram 

H'- 1(Yn, dpm)~H~J(!Jn, dpm)~Hi((!Jn, dpm)~Hi(Yn, dpm) 

II l~n,m l o/n,m II 
Hi-l(Yn, dpm)--+Ht(0 00 /(!Jn, dpm)~Hi((!J 00 /(!Jn, dpm)~H'(Yn, dpm), 

where Yn=0n\2'... If A!,m and B!,m denote the kernel and cokernel of 
the map 'Pn,m and C!,m and Dt,m the kernel and cokernel of '1/rn,m• respec
tively, then we obtain exact sequences 

Claim 2. lim B!,m=O. 
n,m 

Proof Because 

H2,;,_((!Jn, dpm)= EB pmH1(knp> A), 
PEI., 

Ht((!J=f(!Jn, dpm)= EB pmH1(k 00 p, A)I'np, 
peI., 

[4] 5.1, 5.2 and (8] Lemma 7, we have 

B!,m= EB coker(pmH1(knp• A)~pmH 1(k 00 p, A)I'nv). 
pEin 
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Hence by the exact sequence in the proof of Claim 1 : 

liffi B;,ms;liffi H 1(I'np, A(k=p))pm· 
n,m n,m 

From Lemma 2.4 (i) we obtain a surjection 

Because 

lim H 1(I' np, Tor (A(k=P)))pm = 0, 
n,m 

lim ((A(k=p)®Qp/ZpYnp)pm= t,<A(k=p)®Qp/Zp)* =0 
n,m 

by Lemma 1.1 and [12] Theorem 2.2 we obtain 

lim H 1(I'np, A(k=p))pm=0 
n,m 

proving Claim 2. 

Claim 3. lim A!,m and lim C!,m are finitely generated ZP-modules 
n,m n,m 

of the same rank. 

Proof We have the (quasi-) isomorphisms 

liffi Ht(@n, dpmh:~(li.m EB H 0(@np, d;m))*= EB A'(k=p)(p)*, 
n,m n,m lJE.Sn tH:l' 

lim Ht(@=/@n, dpm)~lim EB (pmH1(k=A))rnp = EB T,H 1(k=P' A)* 
n,m n,m lJE.Sn l)E2 

= EB T,A'(k=p)(p )* = EB A'(k=p)(p )* 
PEl' pEl' 

(by local flat duality, Lemma 1.1, [12] Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 3.4), 

lim H 3(@n, dpm)~A'(k=)(p)*, 
n,m 

lim H 3(@=/@n, dpm)~lim H 2(@=, dpm)rn=lim (pmH2(@=, d 0(p))k 
~m ~m ~m 

=TiH 2(@=, d 0(p))*=A'(k=)(p)* 

(by Lemma 1.1 and the assertion (i) of this theorem proven above). 
Because A!,m=0 there is an isomorphism 

lim B!,m ~ lim D!,m· 
n,m n,m 

Together with the quasi-isomorphisms above this proves Claim 3. 
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Now, from Claims 2 and 3 it follows 

coker t=lim coker i/rn,m =lim D~,m::::O. 
-n,m n,m 

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2. 

Corollary 2.5. Let A be an abelian variety over k with good super
singular reduction at every prime above p. Assume H 2((!)00 , d(p))* to be a 
A-torsion module. Then the Pontrjagin dual of the kernel of the canonical 
map 

is quasi-isomorphic to TAH1((!)00, d'(p))*. 

This result is also obtained by Billot [2] for elliptic curves which 
have complex multiplication. The Corollary 2.5 follows easily from the 
theorem, because the above map is dual to the projective limit of the 
maps 

EB H 1(knp• A:m)---+ EB pmH1(knp• A') 
PEZn pEZn 

~ EB pmH1(I'np, A(k 00µ))---+H 2((!}n, d,,m)• 
vez. 

Observe that the middle map is an isomorphism, i.e., the universal norms 
NA(knp) are zero in the supersingular case, [9] Theorem 1. We conclude 
this section with some easy consequences of the assumption that Illn = 
Ill (A(kn))(p) is finite for all n. 

Proposition 2.6. Let Illn be finite for all n. Then 

i) rank A H 2( (!} oo, d(p ))*<rank A (A(koo)®Qp/ Zp)*, 

ii) rankAill::::;:: ~ (dimA-rv)lkv: QP]=s. 
pEZ 

Corollary 2.7. Let Illn be finite for all n. If (A(k 00)®QP/ZP)* is a 
A-torsion module, then rankA H 2((!)00 , d(p))* =0 and rankA Ill: =S. 

Proof Because of 

rankA (A(koo)®Qp/Zp)*+rankA Ill:=s+rankA H 2(000, d(p))*, 

[8] Lemma 2.2, the second assertion follows from the first. Now, since 
Ill (A(kn))(p) is finite for all n, we obtain by the flat duality theorem and 
[8] Lemma 1.4 an isomorphism 
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fun d°((!}n)@Zp.::;:fun H 1((!}n, dpm)~H 2((!},,,,, d'(p))*. 
n n,m 

Hence 

rank4 H 2((!},,,,, d(p))* =rank 4 fun d 0((!}n)@ZP 
" 

=rank 4 fun A(k,.)@Zp (see Remark 2.3 ii) 
n 

by Lemma 2.4 (ii). 

§ 3. Ordinary reduction 

In this section we will consider abelian varieties which have ordinary 
good reduction at p. As a direct consequence of Theorem 2.2 we obtain 
the following result 

Theorem 3.1. Let A be an abelian variety with ordinary good reduc
tion at p. Then for i > 0 there are quasi-isomorphisms induced by the global 
flat duality 

T4Hi((!},,,,, d'(p))*=a(T 4H 2-t((!} 00 , d°(p))*), 

F4 Hi((!),,,,, d'(p))*=[3(F 4 H 3-i((!),,,,, d(p))*). 

Remark 3.2. The quasi-isomorphism 

T;_Ht((!},,,,, d'(p))*=a(T;_H 2- 1((!},,,,, d(p))*) 

can be understood as pairing 

with finite kernels. Indeed, the quasi-isomorphism is obtained from the 
discrete-compact pairing 

Hi((!),,,,, d'(p)) 

i 
(T 4H 1(0,,,,, d'(p))*)* 

I 
(T;_Ht(0,,,,, d'(p))*)* 
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According to [11] Lemma 7.6 we obtain a pairing of compact A-modules. 
Now let 

be the continuous character of the absolute Galois group of k correspond
ing to the ZP-extension k=/k and let if> be a generator of I'= G(k=/k). 
We define an Iwasawa L-function of A with respect to IC by 

Lp(A, IC, s)= I1 Fh(</>)'- 1 - l)<-1)'+1, s E Zp, 
i20 

where 

is the characteristic polynomial of the A-torsion module TAHi and µi 
denotes the µ-invariant of Hi((!J=, d(p))* (see also [8] § 2, where LP is 
defined assuming that Hi((!J=, d(p)) is a A-torsion module). Using a 
polarization we obtain from Theorem 3.1 and [4] Lemma 7.1 a quasi
isomorphism 

which implies the following result 

Corollary 3.3. Let A be an abelian variety with good ordinary reduc
tion at p. Then the Jwasawa L-function satisfies a functional equation with 
respect to S>-'>2-s: 

where 

A,=rankzpTiH'(@=, d(p))* 

e=(-1)', r=ordMFi(t). 

Remark. The above corollary generalizes a result of Mazur and 
Schneider [4] Corollary 7.8, [8] p. 342, where k=/k is an admissible ZP
extension, i.e., the bad primes split only finitely in k=/k and Hi(@=, d(p))* 
are assumed to be A-torsion modules. 

Proposition 3.4. If A has good ordinary reduction at p and Illn is 
finite for all n, then Ill! is a A-torsion module. 

This is a direct consequence of Proposition 2.6 (ii). 
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Proposition 3.5. Let A be ordinary at p and let IIIn be finite far all n. 
Then 

i.e., 

(A(k 00 )@Qp/Zp)*:=::::AP•Ef) EB Af~t 
i 

for some polynomials~, and p2 =rank,1H 2(0 00 , d(p))*. 

Remark 3.6. This result should hold true without any conditions. 
For trivial reasons one also obtains this assertion if (A(k 00 )@Qp/ZP)* is a 
A-torsion module: Since A(k 00 ) is a discrete I'-module, it is easy to see 
that (A(k 00 )@Qp/Zp)* is fixed under the action of I' n• n big enough. 
Indeed, for m>n there are injections 

Lemma 2.4 (i). Since A(koo)Tor is discrete, i.e., A(koo)Tor = Un (A(koo)Torr, 
we obtain 

(A(k 00 )@Qp/ Zp)* = lim ((A(k 00 )To,)I'n@Qp/Zp)* 
n 

where the limit is taken over the surjective norm maps. Since (A(k 00 )@ 
QP/Zp)* is by assumption of finite ZP-rank, the projective system will 
become stationary. Hence 

for some n>O. Now the general structure theory of compact A-modules 
of finite type proves the assertion above. 

Proof of Proposition 3.5. We have to show that 

TlA(koo)@Qp/Zp)* = lim ((A(koo)@Qp/ zpyn )pm= lim H 1(I' n• A(koo)Tor)pm 
n,m n,m 

is finite. (Here we used Lemma 1.1 and 2.4i). 
From the spectral sequence 

[7] Appendix, we obtain exact sequences 
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o~H 1(I'n, A(k"'))~H 1((!}"'f(!}n, d)(p)~H 1((!}"'' d)(pY" 

'Pn l+n 
H 2(I' 1., A(k"')) 

l 
(*) 0+--H 2((!}"'' d)(pY,.+--H 2((!}"'f(!}n, d)(p)~F;_(n)~O 

l 
Hl(I'n, HI((!)"'' d)) 

l 
0 

where Fi(n) denotes the first filtration step of H 2((!}"'/(!}n, d). Since 
H 1((!}"', d) is a torsion group, we have 

hence 

H 2(I'n, H 1((!}"'' d))=O, 

H 2((!}"'f(!}n, d(p))~H 2((!}"'f(!}n, d)(p), 

H 2((!}n, d(p))~H 2((!}n, d)(p), 

From the second spectral sequence 

Hl((!)n, Ri1er,.*d)~Ht+J((!}"'f(!}n, d), 

see [7] Appendix, we obtain the exact sequence 

o__,,.H 1((!}n, d)(p)__,,.H 1((!}"'f(!}n, d)(p)__,,.EE:, H 1(I'"P' A(k"'p)) 
peX 

__,,.H 2((!}n, d)(p)__,,.H 2((!}"'f(!}n, d)(p)__,,.O 

using [8] Proposition 1.2. Therefore 

where the defect is independent of n, n big enough, [8] Proposition 1.1 (iii). 
By the perfect duality 2.1 (iii) and the finiteness of H 1((!}no d)(p) we obtain 
a quasi-exact sequence 

O~lim H 1(I'n, A(k"'))------)-H1(l!J"', d' 0)(p)*__,,.lim H 1((!}"', d)(p)I'n 
n n 

where the next term 

lim H 2(I'n, A(k"'))~(T.(A(k"')®Qp/Zp)*)* 
n 
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(Lemma 2.4i) is Zp-torsion. Now H 1(0"'' d)(p)* is a A-torsion module 
(3.4), hence 

H 1(0~, d)(p)*=TIJ"'H 1(0oo, d)(p)*(JJT,H 1(000, d)(p)* 

and therefore 

Um H 1(0 00 , d)(p)I'"=T 000H 1(0 00, d)(p)*{JJ(T,H 1(0 00, d)(p)*@zpQP). 
n 

Hence the quasi-exact sequence above shows 

Um H 1(I'n, A(koo))®Qp=O, 
n 

i.e., Um H 1(I' n• A(k 00)) is ZP-torsion, and therefore 
n 

Um H 1(I' n• A(k"'))pm 
n,m 

can only have a µ-part. But this is impossible, since T.(A(k 00)®Qp/Zp)* 
has zero µ-invariant. 

Theorem 3.6. Let A be an abelian variety over k with ordinary good 
reduction at p and let III(A(kn))(p) be finite for all n. Then the global flat 
duality induces quasi-isomorphisms 

(i) TaH1(000, d')(p)*=a(TaH 1(0oo, d 0)(p)*), 

T0 IIl00 (A')(p)* =a(T 0 III® (A)(p)*) 

and a quasi-exact sequence 

(ii) O~T. lll 00 (A')(p)*~a(T,i(A(k"')®Qp/Zp)*) 

~T,i(A'(k 00)®Qp/Zp)*~a(T. III®(A)(p)*)~O 

Corollary 3.7. Let the assumptions of 3.4 be fulfilled, then the follow
ing is true. 

( i) Any divisor of the form ~ r of IIl00 (A)(p )* is also a divisor of 
(A(k,,,)®QJZp)*. In particular, if IIl00(A)(PY" is infinite then A has a 
kn-rational point of infinite order. 

(ii) The following assertions are equivalent: 
(a) The A-torsion submodule of H1({iJ00, d(p))* is semi-simple by 

r;P,.-1 for all n>O, i.e., 

T,H 1(0oo, d(p))*=EB Af~r· 
T 
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(b) The I' n-invariants llL (A)(p)I'n of Illn (A)(p) are finite groups 
for all n>O. 

(c) There is a quasi-isomorphism 

induced by the global fiat duality. 

Corollary 3.8. Let A be an abelian variety with ordinary good 
reduction at p. Let Ill 00 (A)(PY" be finite for all n and assume that 
(A(k 00)(2)QP/Zp)* is a A-torsion module. Then there is a non-degenerate 
pairing 

In particular, there are non degenerate pairings 

for all n. 

Proof of Theorem 3.6. From the descent diagram we derive the 
commutative and quasi-exact diagram 

We will compute the projective limits. First, from the lower exact 
sequence in the diagram (*) of the proof of 3.5 with d 0 instead of d we 
obtain a quasi-exact sequence 

O~fun pm(H1(@00, d 0(p))rn)~lim pmH2(@00/@n, .9/0) ~- ~-
~Jim H2(@ .9fO)I'n_---+0 _ pm co, 

n,m 

hence 
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Um pmH2(0=/(!)n, d O)=a(T.H 1((!)00, d(p))*)8:Jp(F,1H 2((!)00, d(p))*). 
n,m 

Because of 

fun H 2((!)=/(!)n, dpm)=a(T,1H 1((!)00, d O(p))*)8:Jp(FAH2((!}00, d(p))*) 
n,m 

(see proof of 2.2) we obtain 

fun H 1((!)=/(!)n, d O)pm=a(T 0H 1((!)=, d 0(p))*). 
n,m 

Now, since Illn is finite for all n we have by Theorem 2.1 (ii) an isomor
phism 

fun HI((!)=, .JJ10)pm~Hl((!)n, d')(p)*. 
n,m 

Furthermore 

fun H 2((!}n, .J.'1pm)~H1((!}=, d'(p))* 
n,m 

hence 

Um pmH2((!)n, d O)~(A'(k=)®Qp/Zp)*. 
n,m 

Therefore, the diagram above induces the commutative and quasi exact 
diagram 

Since H1((!)=, d')(p)* is A-torsion (3.4) we have a quasi-isomorphism 

and a quasi-exact and commutative diagram 
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where the map ,Jr is induced by the quasi-isomorphism in the middle 
{Theorem 3.1). 

Therefore the characteristic polynomial of T,i(A(k 00)@QP/ZP)* = T.(A(k 00) 
@QP/Zp)* (3.5) devides the characteristic polynomial of T,H 1((!)00, d(p))*. 
This shows that all horizontal maps in the diagram ( +) are quasi
isomorphisms: 

(3.9) 
(A'(koo)®QJZp)* =cx(T.H 1((!)00, d(p))*)(f)~(FAH 2((!)00, d(p))*), 

H 1(0 00, d')(p)*=cx(T.H 1((!)00, d(p))*). 

Thus we obtain from the diagram above the quasi-exact sequence 

O~T. llL (A')(p )*~cx(T,i(A(koo)®QJ Zp)*)~ T,i(A'(k 00)@Qp/ Zp)*). 

Obviously the cokernel of ,fr is quasi-isomorphic to cx(T. llL (A)(p)*). 
Furthermore, the diagiam above implies a quasi-injection 

Hence, taking the adjoint and combining it with the quasi-isomorphism 
(3.9) we obtain a quasi-surjection 

This proves Theorem 3.6. 

Proof of Corollary 3.7. Since 

have the same characteristic polynomials the following assertions are 
equivalent: 

H 1((!)00, d(p))* is semi-simple by (pn-I for all n>O, 

T,H 1((!)00, d(p))*=T,H 1((!)00, d(p))*, 

T,H 1(0oo, d)(p)*=O, 

llL (A)(p )*rn is finite for all n2 0. 

Because ill 00 (A)(p)* is A-torsion the last assertion is equivalent to 
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llL (A)(PY" is finite for all n~O. 

The equivalence to (c) and the first assertion follow immediately from 3.6 
(ii). 

Proof of Corollary 3.8. This is a consequence of 3.7 (ii), observing 
that the maps 

n~O, 

induced by the identity are isomorphisms because 
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